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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing
Details. From quality new Honda vehicles to used cars, we know anyone looking for a vehicle
near Los Angeles will likely find what they want at our dealership. Our services include trusted
Honda car repair, original Honda auto parts, and auto financing to help our customers purchase
the car of their dreams. Call Woodland Hills Honda or come visit us in person. We have the
area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to
choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our
sales department for more information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view
our website Open 7 days a week! Our highly trained technicians inspected this vehicle and
reconditioned it to Sonic Safety Standards. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this information, please verify any information in question with Audi West Houston.
It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Graphite Luster Metallic with a
Ebony interior. It is covered by a limited warranty. It has a great looking White Diamond Pearl
exterior and a Parchment interior! Please call us to confirm availability and to schedule a hassle
free test drive. Please contact dealer to verify price, options and other vehicle details. Prices
based on dealer financing. Please visit All advertised prices do not include dealer installed
options, dealer addendum, government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer
document preparation charge. The interior was well maintained and is extra clean. The exterior
was well maintained and is extra clean. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues.
This vehicle has no previous collision damage. The transmission shifts very smoothly. The
brakes are in great condition. The car was previously owned by a non smoker. The following
items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new pair of tires! Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Our
knowledgeable sales staff have been trained and certified to provide amazing customer service.
All online prices have been reduced by financing incentives and exclude tax, tag, title,
registration fees, governmental fees, reconditioning charges or any additional insurance and
warranty coverage, GAP coverage or fee applicable to the sale of a car. The vehicle must be
financed through Gunther to receive special reduced online price. See dealer for full detail. If
you're in the market for an incredible SUV -- and value on-the-road comfort and manners more
than ultimate off-road prowess or tow capacity -- you'll definitely want to check out this Acura
RDX Tech Pkg. Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the
quality and craftsmanship for the Acura RDX Tech Pkg. Let's be honest, not everyone wants to
set a course blindly into the dark. For those of us that don't, there are vehicles like this with
stellar navigation systems. Capable of seating 5 people, it is stylish, modern and somewhat
sportier than many of its rivals. The RDX has been optimized for on road performance and fuel
economy rather than serious offroad work, but all-wheel drive is available. The RDX features a

luxurious quiet interior with plenty of standard features. Certified by our point safety inspection!
We do the service work up front, not after you have seen the vehicle! Buy this Acura
Technology Package with full confidence and ask for the service records that we have. Give us
a call at or visit Trade Ins are welcome. We finance for all credit types! Want to see this car?
Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected.
List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection
Plan. Please refer to Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your monthly payment.
Thank you for making your way to McGrath Acura of Libertyville, your certified Acura dealer
serving drivers throughout Libertyville and the surrounding areas. We also have a
well-connected finance center run by a qualified team of finance experts, who can help you get
the right loan or lease in a quick, easy, and transparent manner. Our commitment to our
customers continues well beyond the date of purchase. We also have a professional team of
Acura technicians on hand with the skills and equipment to handle all manner of maintenance
and repairs, as well as a full stock of authentic parts. Make your way to McGrath Acura of
Libertyville in Libertyville today for quality vehicles, a friendly team, and professional service at
every step of the way. And if you have any questions for us, you can always get in touch at
Want more room? Want more style? Gently driven doesn't even begin to explain how lovingly
cared for this ultra-low mileage vehicle has been. Drive any city's streets like you've lived there
all your life using the navigation system on this Acura RDX. No abnormal wear and tear.
Equipped with the latest in driver comforts, this Acura is the benchmark of modern automotive
engineering. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code
to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only
show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2, Engine Type Gas 2,
Cylinders 6 cylinders 1, 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The vehicle is most everything we
hoped it would be. We compared and drove most every compact suv and picked the RDX
because we felt it was the best value for a well equipped suv. We averaged The smooth and
plentiful power of the V6 was a joy in the mountains and passing. We like the car and would
make the decision to buy [it again. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Acura is the luxury vehicle
division of Japanese automaker Honda. It was introduced to Hong Kong in lasting until , Mexico
in , [2] China in , Russia in no longer available in Russia and Kuwait in , and was also sold in
Ukraine until Acura is the first Japanese automotive luxury brand. In its first few years of
existence, Acura was among the best-selling luxury marques in the US. Though sales were
down in the mid-to-late s, the brand experienced a revival in the early s, due to drastic redesigns
and the introductions of new models. In the late s, the success of the company's first flagship
vehicle, the Legend , inspired fellow Japanese automakers Toyota and Nissan to launch their
own luxury brands, Lexus and Infiniti , respectively. The launch of the NSX , a mid-engine exotic
sports car, offered a reliable and practical alternative to exotic European sports cars, and
introduced Honda's VTEC variable valve timing system to the North American market. The
brand was created around the same time as Japanese rivals Nissan and Toyota developed their
respective Infiniti and Lexus premium brands. The Japanese government imposed voluntary
export restraints for the U. Following a decade of research, Honda opened 60 new dealerships
in North America by , to support its Acura automobile division. Acura was the first Japanese
luxury brand, introduced under the slogan, "Acura. Precision Crafted Automobiles. It was
mechanically related to the Rover series, while the Integra was an improvement of the Honda
Quint hatchback. The success of these models, particularly the Legend, led to competing
Japanese luxury brand ventures Toyota 's Lexus that began development in as the F1 project,
and Nissan 's Infiniti who began development in by revising their Japan-only flagship Nissan
President ; in the late s Mazda planned but never launched its own Amati luxury division. The
goal of the Legend was to compete with rivals Toyota Crown and the Nissan Cedric and Gloria ,
but due to its introduction worldwide, Toyota, Nissan and other companies like Lincoln took
notice of the markets reaction to the Legend and later the Vigor and offered vehicles that
addressed the executive size car. In , Acura's first full year of sales, they sold , cars with the
flagship Legend sedan accounting for 55, sales and the rest were of the smaller Integra. In , five
years after the debut of the Legend and Integra, Acura introduced the NSX , a midship V6
powered, rear-wheel-drive sports car. The NSX was the world's first all-aluminum production
car, and was also marketed and viewed by some as the "Everyday Supercar" thanks in part to
its ease of use, quality and reliability, traits that were unheard of in the supercar segment at the
time. With the release of the NSX, Acura introduced the "A-badge", a stylized pair of
calipersâ€”a tool used for exacting measurements to imply that Acura vehicles are built to
precise and demanding standards. Despite a strong start in market acceptance for the Acura

brand, sales suffered in the mid-to-late s. Some critics attributed this decline in part to less
inspiring designs, which were re-branded Japanese-spec Hondas, such as the Acura Vigor in
Additionally, during this time Acura switched to an alphanumeric nomenclature formula,
dropping the Legend, Vigor and Integra titles, following the lead of the NSX sportscar. The 3.
The parent company, Honda, was also feeling the results of the decline of the Japanese
economy, due to the Japanese asset price bubble that took place during the s and into the s.
This period is known in Japan as The Lost Decade. During this time, the NSX also lost sales as
Acura made few changes from its original trim. A year later, the Integra sedan was withdrawn
from the Canadian market, replaced by the market-exclusive Acura 1. Despite these letdowns,
Acura gained prominence in the s with a young group of customers: "tuner" enthusiasts. Parent
company Honda's reputation with this demographic as a maker of "easy-to-tune" and
"rev-happy" engines rubbed off onto Acura, and the Integra became a popular tuner car.
Beginning around the year , Acura experienced a rebirth which was catalyzed by the
introduction of several redesigned models. The first of these models was the Acura 3. Critics
suggested that although 3. Subsequent Acura models have followed a similar philosophy of
offering much standard equipment and few options. By the late s, Acura had dropped the
inclusion of engine displacement numbers in its vehicle designations, retaining a simpler, twoor three-letter designation instead e. The TL have been plagued by transmission and other
problems. In , a new coupe, badged as the RSX was introduced to the Acura line up. It was a
replacement for the outgoing Integra. As a result, the RSX is technically a new generation of the
outgoing Integra. Much like the Integra, the RSX was a hit in the tuner market. However, at the
end of , the RSX was taken out of the Acura line up, subsequently in the Japanese market as
well. It is not known why the RSX did not continue to be sold as the Integra in Japan, however,
the reason that Acura gave for the cancellation of the RSX is that Acura wishes to move up in
the luxury brand, thus cannot sell a car that is mostly driven by teenagers. The new TL
increased sales dramatically to 70, American units in Also around the same time the Acura TSX
was introduced. It was essentially a re-badged European and Japanese market Honda Accord
loaded with features. Acura's new modelsâ€”particularly the TL and TSXâ€”were well received
by the motoring press and became Acura's top selling vehicles by then. Acura re-introduced the
TL Type-S for the model year. Acura planned on redesigning the RL by as well as announced
the creation of a brand new luxury crossover vehicle called the ZDX , previewed by the concept
of the same name. It is also the first Acura to be completely built in North America. The concept
behind the ZDX is that it is a "four door coupe," and the design emphasis of the body of the car
is like a "pulled back slingshot. The ZDX went on sale in December Acura initially had plans for
the third generation of RL to be a rear wheel drive V8 sedan for its flagship , but shelved the
plans in the wake of the economic downturn. The wagon version of the TSX is based on the
wagon version of the Euro-spec Honda Accord which has been in the European market for
some time. However, Acura did not announce any plans for the third-generation RL. For the
model year the MDX models received some slight exterior changes and increased equipment
levels. Mechanically the engine remained unchanged but the transmission was updated from
the previous 5-speeds to 6-speeds including steering column mounted shift override paddles.
This new transmission was shared with the ZDX. The ILX was initially offered with three
powertrain options: a 1. For the new model, Acura dropped the 4 cylinder turbo for a 3. When
the official Acura RDX was released, it was relatively similar to the concept but had changes in
wheels, taillights, and some other cosmetics. A lot of this Acura looks like its brother the ILX.
Shortly after, it was released to the public. It has a horsepower 3. Acura technology firsts on the
RLX Sport Hybrid SH-AWD also include an electronic gear selector that replaces the
conventional, center console-mounted shift lever with an efficiently packaged push-button array
allowing the driver to easily select the desired modeâ€”Park, Drive and Reverse, as well as
Sport and Normal driving modes. The TLX in the 2. Meanwhile, the high-end 3. The TLX went on
sale in the Summer of In , Acura redesigned the ILX for the model year. Now solely available
with a 2. Added is the signature Acura Jewel Eye LED headlights, LED taillights, updated
wheels, suspension modifications, bumper redesign, and new packages such as AcuraWatch
Package includes adaptive cruise control, collision mitigation, lane keeping assist system, road
departure mitigation, and forward collision warning and A-Spec sportier appearance. Also
redesigned is the RDX. Featured with the same 3. A new Advance Package is being offered with
the inclusion of, parking sensors front and rear , rain-sensing windshield wipers, auto-dimming
side mirrors, remote start, ventilated seats, and foglights. Acura would go on to take the Lights
championship in its initial year, including a class win at the 24 Hours of Daytona. Acura and
Comptech would take the Lights championships again in and , as well as another Daytona class
win in and a class win at the 12 Hours of Sebring for In , Acura added Acura Integras to the
lower classes, and were successful in taking the championship in both of these classes.

Realtime took the touring championship with the Integra again in , and came within a few points
of winning it again in only to lose it in the final race, then coming back to retake the title in
Although the NSX squad suffered mechanical woes and were unable to take the title, the
Integras of the touring class once again took the teams championship. By , Acura replaced the
aged Integra with the new Acura RSX in the final races of the season, scoring good finishes in
their debut. The cars would be purchased chassis from existing manufacturers, but use
American-built Acura V8s a first for Acura and Honda. Acura also announced their initiative to
take the cars to the 24 Hours of Le Mans in and eventually move to the superior LMP1 class with
cars built by Acura themselves in The three Acura-powered prototypes debuted at the 12 Hours
of Sebring , which was the opening round of the ALMS season, and were successful in their
debut. At the same time, Acura began development of their own chassis by heavily modifying
their purchased Courage chassis. The cars now have been so radically changed from their
original orientation that they are now named Acura ARXa. The car would retire from the race
due to engine problems. This time the car won its class and finished 8th overall. The car
competes under Honda branding outside North America. The Acura logo, introduced in for the
model year, is, according to Honda, a caliper - a design tool used for measuring [16] that can
also be interpreted as a skewed "H" for Honda or a stylised "A" for Acura. The logo that was
originally authorized without approval by Soichiro Honda did not contain the small horizontal
bar joining the two vertical pillarsâ€”thus, it did not form the letter "H". Soichiro Honda ordered
the 5, badges already produced to be destroyed, including prying off the emblems applied to
cars already US-spec Integra, Legend, and NSX models. Acura's current marketing slogan is
"Precision Crafted Performance. Technology and Advance models typically come with the latest
hi-tech features such as keyless start and a blind spot information system. Type-S and SH-AWD
models are performance-oriented, with a substantial increase in horsepower compared to the
lower trim levels. Some models, such as the TL, also combine trim levels i. Acura began an
association with Marvel Entertainment in , upon release of the film Iron Man 2 , which featured a
ZDX after the ending credits. On 20 April , Acura and Marvel announced a promotional
campaign, making Acura the official brand of Marvel's fictional S. In , Acura was the presenting
sponsor and official vehicle of the Sundance Film Festival. Acura also has a 'Mobility Program'
that ensures drivers who are disabled are safe in their vehicles. The program offers cash
reimbursement towards the cost of adaptive equipment for disabled drivers. Acura was the
official shirt sponsor of the Columbus Crew from to From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Acura. A division of Honda. Subcompact executive
car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Full-size luxury car. Personal luxury car. Sports car.
Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Vehicles exclusive to China. Vehicles exclusive to the United
States. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. We had a Great
experience at this dealer. Thay are very friendly and absolutely no pressure or sale tactics! Also
they have no bs fees to add like alot of other dealerships. Unfortunately we ended up in a
different car from one of those dealerships but that was only because my girlfriend fell in love
with that particular car. I would not hesitate to purchase a car here in the future and will keep
them in mind when the time come to purchase again! Is was SUCK!!! When 2 times to see the
suv and the car was on the shop. The first time they told me that the suv going to be ready by
pm. I told them that i will came the next day. I went by to see it and the car was still on the shop
for service. They ask me was on service 4 block. They ask me if want to there to see it, i told
them NO. Every time I contacted this dealer the vechile was no longer available. Even though
they sent email saying it is. Not to mention the ads never gets removed. I had an amazing
experience! Azzi was very kind and helpful in this stressful process of choosing the right car.
He is very reasonably priced and is willing to work with your budget. I absolutely love my car I
got from him. No problems yet. The car was clean and ready to test drive and matched
description online. I would recommend to a friend. We know dealers in FL are very aggressive
when they try to sell vehicles and they push very much, But in Center Florida Auto Sales was a
different history. Aziz take care of us with patience, he hold the vehicle for us meanwhile we
processed the loan, he gave us the best advices and he was very honest with the process. We
are very happy with the service we received and we truly recommend this dealer to everyone.
Upon arrival the experience was awesome. The weather is horrible but Lance the sales manager
was very attentive, patient and helpful. I met Mr. Parsons in person who is the owner, that made
me an awesome deal. I am so happy with the purchase of my Maxima Platinum!! I recommend
Parsons. First I want to say thank you Mr Lance for the wonderful and positive attitude on the
phone and in person. I made a appointment to look at a vehicle and less than a hour I made a
purchase. The staff there was very friendly. Lance made my purchase very easy. Thanks a
bunch. You've shown me some very nice cars at prices I can almost afford without having to
make payments. Thank you. Called for a carfax report on car listed as having an accident, they
would not send it to me told me to drive the Canal Fulton and then they would show it to me
which is 40 miles away. Finally drove to the dealership a week later when in the area, looked at
the vehicle it was wrecked, the rear bumper had scrapes dents, the windshield was cracked, and
the car was filthy. They have been advertising the car for 2 weeks so they had plenty of time to
at least clean it or replace windshield. Great dealer! Alex was awesome. We got a great deal on a
fantastic car all during the pandemic! My son and I took a trip about an hour and 15 minute drive
to the location to view the Lincoln I have to say Alex is very sweet he's very helpful very calm
very mild-mannered on this Pleasant all-around I didn't purchase the car today but I do plan on
returning I have to give good reviews just as well as I would a bad review my experience so far
was good and I just wanted to make note of that. Terry the manager is horrible. Treated us like
we were not educated on purchasing a car. It was definitely not my first rodeo. Without knowing
my downpayment, I expressed to the sells guy prior what payments I was looking for, NEVER
mentioned that I was paying for half of the car. Terry seemed to express that my numbers for
my financing were crazy. They definitely do not try to work with you without looking at you
crazy. We scheduled appointment to look at the car. They should have called if appointment
needs to be canceled. Best part is car is still showing in the inventory. Not sure what was the
reason for not showing the car to us. Very professional Sale Rep Eshen Akhter. He provided
answers to all my questions. And I purchased the Infiniti Q50 that I test drove. The finance Rep
Jonathan was very professional as well. Great car buying experience. I bought a cash from this
scoundrels dealership. Their customer service is horrible! They lied about everything, from their
advertising to delivering my title, which I am still waiting on nearly two months after purchase.
They even refused to extend my 30 day temp tag even though DMV suggested it. These people

are pathetic! Complete misrepresentation of vehicle. Had more miles, many paint scrapes,
scratches. Paint also bubbled up around fender wells. Tires barely pass inspection, would need
replaced. Victoria has been very up front on everything. She took video of the truck and sent it
to me, answered all of my questions, and explained the process of inspection in her state so I
know what is required. I will be picking up the vehicle this Saturday and hope the everything is
as transparent and easy going as Victoria has been. Yes and I purchased the vehicle service
was wonderful and it was quick and easy the best place I have ever purchased a vehicle would
recommend my family and friends to go there. A very good experience with this dealer. The
salesman was very accountable and helpful and helping us to make a decision. I'm sorry we did
not buy from this dealer as we found one that we wanted that was closer to home. We will
consult with his theater the next time we're looking for a vehicle we were very impressed thank
you. Bought the truck over the telephone. Very pleasant, efficient experience. Jason, in sales,
and Christie, in the finance office, were very helpful and easy to deal with. Drove 3 hours after
they told me the car ran good, was safe and reliable. The car was garbage. No exhaust never
mentioned to me , needed power steering pump, etc. The dealer responded via email in a timely
manner. In , when Acura introduced the TL, people were quite frankly aghast. So much so that
the midsize sedan had its first extensive redesign for Therefore, for the model year, Acura's
leaving the TL essentially untouched either the critics are satiated, or the designers are
exhausted. It's mated to a 6-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters. It can be paired
with either the automatic or a 6-speed manual transmission. Standard features for the TL
include USB, an 8-speaker sound system, fog lights, moonroof, Bluetooth and heated front
seats. Packages include the Advanced Package ventilated front seats and a blind-spot monitor
and a robust Technology Package, including speaker Surround Sound, a navigation system and
GPS temperature control, which automatically adjusts according to the position of the sun. But
did the company do a good job with the redesign? True, its front end is a little more demure, but
some think the metallic badge is still too flashy. Inside it still needs some work, as there are
complaints of a lack of headroom and knee and foot space in the rear and a cluttered interior.
The trunk is also very small, with only Some feel the main selling point of the car is its
close-ratio gear shift, which helps to offer a smooth ride that rivals cars twice its price. And,
fully loaded, the Acura features a host of impressive technology. But the TL can get pricey.
Consumers have to decide if plunking down for a fully loaded TL is worth it, when perhaps a
more prestigious German car is also within reach. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Pendleton, OR
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? By clicking
"Send" you authorize Auto. You also agree to our Privacy Statement. Data rates may apply. Our
Privacy Statement. Please enter a valid US phone number. Get answers, see the car, or find a
good time for a test drive. Take the next step and contact the seller. Monthly payment estimates
are for informational purposes and do not represent a financing offer from the seller of this
vehicle. Other taxes may apply. See our terms of use for more details. By clicking here, you
authorize Cars. Calls may be pre-recorded. We value your privacy. Acura of Pembroke Pines.
Send to Phone vdp. Message sent successfully. Get behind the wheel today! Arrange a Test
Drive Want to drive it home today? Ask About Financing. New Listing. Get similar new listings
by email Enter Email Address. Gross Vehicle Weight: 4 Lbs. Overall Length: Have a question?
Contact Seller Contact Seller. Award calculated among non-luxury shoppers. For more
information, visit In those latter aspects, as well as some styling cues, the RDX may remind you
of an upscale CR-V a not surprising, since Acura is Hondaas luxury division. Source: KBB.
Source: Edmunds Call us today at and ask for any Sales Manager. We are a volume dealership
selling Acura Certified and other Quality pre-owned vehicles at volume prices. Call us today as
inventories are constantly changing, we will find the right car at the right price! The fastest way
to compare and save on auto insurance Looking for auto insurance for your new car? Let Gabi
find the best deal in 2 minutes. Term in months mo. Have question about financing? Contact the
seller to learn more about which financing options might be available to you. Check Availability
Call. Check Availability. Like what you see? Get behind the wheel and take it home today. Phone
Optional. Your Message: Hi! Please contact me as soon as possible. Contact Seller Acura of
Pembroke Pines. Price Inquiry. Single Owner- Vehicle has been owned by only one person. No

Accidents- Vehicle has no reported accidents. Clean Title- Vehicle has a clean title. Personal
Use- Vehicle was owned by an individual. The Acura MDX delivers plenty of luxury, refinement
and performance without breaking the bank, making it a standout in its class. Fun-to-drive
luxury crossover SUVs are understandably uncommon. If you wanted such refinement,
entertainment and utility all in one package, you'd typically have to look at a handful of German
models. And while those crossovers have broken the SUV mold, they also have a tendency to
break budgets in the process. Thankfully, there's the Acura MDX to keep matters realistic. The
MDX has it. With high-quality materials and craftsmanship, it handily beats other midsize
crossover SUVs in its price range and approaches a level of refinement usually reserved for
European makes. For the price, you also get a generous list of standard features, and adding
more features won't send the bottom line spinning off into the stratosphere. And then there's
the "U" in SUV -- utility. With three rows of seats and a cargo area that expands to more than 80
cubic feet, the MDX works quite well as a family-oriented runabout. But it's the Acura MDX's
ability to entertain the driver that is most surprising. It might not be the quickest in its class, but
thanks to its horspower V6 the MDX is always eager to please. And even with its taller SUV
stance, the MDX remains poised in the curves, thanks in no small part to an advanced
all-wheel-drive system that sends power to the outside wheels when cornering. The MDX is fun
to drive on dry pavement and sure-footed when the weather hits. But even if winding mountain
passes aren't your thing, the MDX remains a sensible choice. The Buick Enclave is more
spacious and undercuts the Acura in terms of price, but it isn't nearly as refined or entertaining.
For all-around achievement, the Acura MDX is uncommonly good. It is offered in one
well-appointed trim level with progressive add-on packages. Standard features include inch
wheels, automatic xenon headlamps, foglamps, heated mirrors, a power liftgate, a sunroof, rear
privacy glass, heated eight-way power front seats, two-way adjustable driver lumbar, a power
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, leather upholstery, tri-zone automatic climate control, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror with integrated rearview camera, Bluetooth phone connectivity
and an eight-speaker sound system with six-CD changer, auxiliary audio jack and satellite radio.
The Advance package includes all Technology package features and adds inch wheels, adaptive
suspension dampers, adaptive cruise control, a blind-spot warning system, a collision warning
and braking system, auto-leveling headlamps, a sport steering wheel and ventilated front seats.
The Entertainment package, which can be added to the Technology or Advanced packages,
adds a rear-seat entertainment system, a household power outlet in the front center console,
and heated second-row seats. The Acura MDX is powered by a 3. A six-speed automatic
transmission and all-wheel drive are standard. In Edmunds performance testing, the MDX
accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 7. Properly equipped, the MDX can tow up to 5, pounds.
Standard safety equipment for the Acura MDX includes antilock disc brakes, front-seat side
airbags, side curtain airbags, active front head restraints and stability control with a stabilizing
feature for trailer towing. The optional collision warning and braking system Acura's CMBS
monitors following distance and closure rate, and uses visual and auditory warnings to alert the
driver to a possible collision. If the system senses an imminent collision, it can apply hard
braking and cinch up the front seatbelts. In government crash testing, the MDX received four
out of five possible stars for overall crash protection, with four stars for frontal impact safety
and five stars for side crash protection. In Edmunds brake testing, the MDX came to a stop from
60 mph in feet, an average result for this class of vehicle. The all-wheel-drive system, while
biased toward the front wheels, does an outstanding job of shifting torque during hard
cornering. Body roll is controlled well and the MDX's center of gravity feels lower than it looks
to the eye. The active dampers available with the Advance package soak up the bumps when
necessary and firm up when the pace quickens, though the standard suspension works just fine
and without the added cost. Acceleration from the 3. From there the engine pulls with
enthusiasm, while the MDX's six-speed automatic transmission upshifts smoothly. Overall, the
Acura MDX is one of the most rewarding luxury crossovers to drive. The MDX's interior isn't
quite as luxurious as those seen in some European crossovers, but the materials are high
quality and there are plenty of standard features. The MDX's electronic features are easy to use
via a multipurpose knob and a selection of voice commands. As in most Acuras, the center
stack is loaded with buttons for climate control and multimedia. It's an intimidating array at first,
but the controls for the various systems are grouped together, so the learning curve is short.
The rearmost seats are better suited to children, but adults can ride there for short journeys
without complaint. Second-row seats recline for additional comfort, but if you need legitimate
room for adults in the third row, the Buick Enclave and Ford Flex are better choices. The MDX
yields Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're

interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Not as much interior space as some larger rivals busy control
layout. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the MDX for
sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop
near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 14 reviews. I
always buy less than 2 yr old cars. MDX won due to following. Exceptional road handling over
RX Killer looks to match the Road handling. Excellent acceleration combined with the growl
from under the hood makes you feel like a F1 race driver. And finally I only saw 5 star user
reviews for MDX. I have now clocked miles in 2 years. No major repairs only maintenance so far
Still feel like a kid getting into it every morning. Feels good to drive it knowing it will not fail me
and give me the best driving experience. I do get Highly, highly recommend this car. I wish
Acura continued with the same or higher powered engines for the and up models. I shall have
mine for 2 more years and hopefully by then Acura will come up with a higher hp MDX Read
less. Satisfied with my Purchase. I researched the vehicle for about 5 months before finally
making a purchase, I wanted to make sure I was buying a reliable vehicle since the car I traded
in for the Acura was less than reliable. While I am overall very satisfied with my purchase the
MDX did fall short in a few areas, at least for the year, there is no push button ignition, backup
camera is very blurry and useless at night, and the vehicle likes to shift out of first gear very
quickly which can be aggravating instantly losing that power shifts at about RPM, would be
smoother shifting around the RPM point , I also don't like the lever release for the parking brake,
I'm use to "push to release" parking brakes, but it's no big deal. With those 4 complaints
though, the MDX makes up for it in other areas. For starters, it runs great, there is no shortage
of power and the engine has an amazing sound running through the RPMs. The vehicle also
handles like a dream, you can take it on a mountain road and not feel like it's going to tip over
or that you need to crawl up the mountain. Of course the appearance is what first caught my
attention to consider the MDX, I have received nothing but compliments from coworkers and
friends over the way the vehicle looks, it has a very aggressive front and rear end. The stereo is
also amazing, while I could stand it to be a little louder at times, most people are not going to
have an issue at all. I also get decent gas mileage, I average around 20 MPG, given the size and
horsepower I don't consider that bad at all, although requiring premium gas does make that
number a little irrelevant spending at least 50 cents more per gallon at the pump than a rival
running on regular. One issue that has been prevalent since I purchased the car has been a
vibration that comes and goes, after changing 2 of the tires it went away then came back a few
weeks later, running the car to RPM completely eliminated the vibration, now only a slight
vibration shows up on rare occasions and goes away shortly after. I have also noticed
complaints about bearings going bad fairly quickly on the MDX, I have an appointment soon to
check a slight roaring noise that I believe may be one of the bearings. Overall though, i would
recommend the vehicle to anyone. This is a great SUV. You keep up with the maintenance and it
will not let you down. Other than that, this is a great vehicle. Update: Nov This car is pushing 8
years, and I have k. I keep up with the suggested maintenance and have had no issues. I am
more than satisfied. We bought this as a certified used car from a dealer at 9mo old and very
low miles. PROS: Very comfortable especially for my taller husband, most switches in easy
reach, manipulation of back seats very easy, lots of cargo room, peppy engine for larger SUV,
grips the road very well. CONS: Very noisy cab- lots of road noise and wind noise. Burnt smell
occasionally coming from circulation vents- mechanics have not been able to source it so not
fixed over almost 6 years of ownership. Controls on steering wheel not intuitive. Climate control
difficult and not real efficient. Of the 2 USB ports, one quit working after a year front of console.
Biggest and most dangerous issue was an issue with electronics; warning lights would come
on, often several, radio lights would come on, engine would speed up and not be under normal
control this was after a year of ownership, still under warranty. This progressed to multiple
attempts to start warning lights all on and acting like dead battery. Would get jumps to start,
bought a new battery and the car would still be difficult. Became dangerous to drive so was
hauled to dealer by tow truck. Dealer attempted a repair that was not successful and car died
again when out of town. Dealer tried to fix again and was unsuccessful- could not find issue.
Finally had a relative who was a mechanic tell us about a Honda recall on electrical issues and
steering column electronics. Had dealer do the fix for the Honda issue and this fixed the

problem. Look up related Honda issues for Acura issues. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the MDX. Sign Up. A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. While the RDX doesn't push the envelope in styling,
handling or interior quality, it is benign, comfortable and easy to live with. One high point is its
smooth and powerful V6, which, when combined with the six-speed automatic transmission,
manages a very respectable 22 mpg overall. Handling is sound, but not especially agile and the
ride is a little stiff. Controls are unusually simple, but interior ambiance is rather plain-Jane for a
supposedly luxury-class vehicle. Further, not many upscale comfort and technology features
were available for this version. Nevertheless, the RDX proved competent all around and came
well equipped for the money. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Finally they lubricated one bushing, noise continues". Dealer replaced broken part
under the extended warranty and the problem was fixed". The replacement had to be replaced at
". Going over any road imperfection is something that we feel". It was fixed under warranty by
replacing a rear strut". Covered under guarantee". We replaced both of them. Not at the dealer,
however. Too expensive. Strut replace under recall. Have not taken it in yet, pretty sure same
problem. Acura refuses to acknowledge problem despite CR rating identification. This past year
I had my local repair guy replace the shocks again. The new shocks are not Honda equipment
and seem to be a lot better. First time under warrentee, the 2nd and 3rd time out of pocket.
Hundreds of dollars each time. Not sure it shocks or struts but something is causing rough ride
when I drove across dips and uneven areas. Became lose or broken. Warranty covered repair".
Rear shocks made ratteling noise. Car ride is choppy on any uneven pavement and harsh over
any rough surface". Acura replaced the two rear shock absorbers". Adjustments to the rear seat
latch, trunk latch, and finally the rear strut was replaced. Some of the noise returned and
recently they re-installed the interior compone". Dealer service discovered defective right front
strut. Covered by warrenty". Bought the car in July of Under warranty". Nothing was ever
recalled while hundreds of owners have complained". I have asked for warranty extension from
Acura and am waiting on response". Dealer has been unable to fix though bushings, shocks,
struts have been replaced and springs inspected. The front struts have had to be replaced once
since new. We asked that the other back strut be replace. Dealership said no. It then failed mi
later; we still haven't fixed it; it's just irritating thumpumping". First time strut needed to be
replaced. Brought it in again this year for a similar noise and there was a service bulletin for this
problem. So the same strut had to be fixed twice". All have needed shocks and struts much
more than any vehicle I've owned. There are sqeaks and hard rides throughout the driving

experience". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. The Acura service department assessed the reason
for the light coming on and determined that the ABS system needed replacing". Caliber
repaired. Rotors needed sanding down and one caliper replaced. After that servicing had
squeaking for a few weeks which required another trip to Acura. Acura made a few adjustments
and fixed it. Dealer told me it was due to wet weather, cold weather, hot weather. My car began
shaking badly when I lightly applied the breaks at 4 years-needed to replace warped rotors, and
break pads. On my Toyota Highlander, I replaced the pads after 7 years of use including a teen
driver-much better quality on Toyota". It was only after raising a stink and pointing out that
brakes should warp with such low mileage did they finally of". They replaced the worn parts
under warrenty". Both issues under warranty". The door rubber is letting road noise in. Also the
brakes wear out quicker than other vehicles". Dealer can't find any problem". Dealer said that
the pad were 'glazed due to lack of driving Acura of Ocean, NJ. Had to replace pads and had
surfaces serviced". It took the dealer several tries to fix this factory defect". Tried to fix three
times at dealer without success". Fixed, was hard to find". No fix from dealership, and gave up".
Have not had the rear noise diagnosed yet. Covered under warrenty". We cant find the cause".
Dealership just had no idea what to do". Issue has been fixed last fall but it recently started
doing it again. Not that big an issue but I find it irritating considering it's a luxury brand. Our
other Acura has never had a rattle". People sitting in back seat have trouble hearing people in
front seat. Wind seems to come in around back windows. Car is small for 2 people. It is a one
person car. Back seat is noisy, people sitting in back have trouble hearing people in front seat.
Have to increase volume on radio". It took months and several trips, but the problem was
completely resolved. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable
music device interface e. Voice commands required when vehicle moving, but the system
provides only limited capability in this mode. Very distracting and a safety hazard in itself even
though it was intended to make the car safer". In addition, when navigating to a destination it
will make very poor direction decisions and miss turns that are obviously there. Works worse
than my MDX navigation system". Requires me to manually put in waypoints to get reasonable,
shortest routing. Acura said system is working, yet acknowledges routing are not right". Setting
a location to travel to does not always give you the most efficient directions. I have tried
adjusting many of the settings, but it does not change. Lastly, sometimes the GPS will show my
car going through neighborhoods or across rivers, even though I am on a road -- it loses its
position on the map. Took car in on a Saturday and dealer did not have experienced techs in on
Saturday and they blew out the entire bluetooth system trying to install the update. Had to go
back another day thro". The connection is so bad and garbled that one can not understand the
person in the vehicle. We have tried different phones different locations and they claim they
replace the unit but it still does not transmit understandable voice quality. Once I got the iPhone
8, the problems have pretty much gone away. I repeatedly asked Acura to fix the problem, but
they could not. That's outrageous. Took the car in for service twice to replace the microphone
and it wasn't fixed". Took in to dealer. Needed system upgrades installed". Acura replace unit
anyway under warranty". Took to dealer. Both rear wheel bearing deemed "bad". Replaced
under warranty". We bought fluid after the dealer looked at vehicle saying it could be 'sensor'
for diff. No light since". The dealership installed a counter weight? Complete driveshaft
assembly replaced". Vibration on highway". Passenger side REAR wheel bearing failed.
Happened sufficiently slowly that noise emitted warned us of impending failure and dealer fixed
problem without serious consequences. Under warrantee, handled well by dealer and staff". Car
would automatically shift to sped to 15 miles per hour--would have to use brake. Such a serious
issue, I sold the car". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Very annoying
problem, seems to be an issue with this model year. I took it to the dealer and they said that
they didn't notice anything, which is a lie. I later read in some forums that many other Acura
drivers were experiencing the transmission problem, but Acura had no solution. I am eager to
sell that vehicle as soon as I pay it fully. Corrected by replacing oil pressure sensors. Still shifts
hard but not as bad". The multiple flush method the dealership performed remedied the surging
transmission". It wouldn't stay in gear and was impossible to drive. The slipping was caused by
linkage being out of adjustment. It seemed to be slipping as we went uphill towards our home. I
believe this is sometimes called juddering. It also began to experience some rough shifts. This
was resolved with a transmission software update at the dealer under a TSB. A re-programming
of the computer corrected the problem". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Quickly resolved". We noticed it on a neighbors
which is the same vehicle as they didint change it form ". I feel this will get worse over time".
First noticed a year ago. Dealer stated it was not a defect although it was not caused by any

action on my part. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Sunroof has issues closing when its hot. I had the
problem looked at and was told by the dealer that the entire headlight assembly needs to be
replaced. Safety issue! Needed to replace the entire assembly. Seems very high". We added this
on at time of purchase and were not told we would have to carry TWO remotes because it was
not factory-installed. Also, as soon as you open the door, the engine shuts off. Very
disappointing". So the compressor was deemed bad and replaced. No problem found by the
dealer, although they finally admitted they could duplicate problem - and found same in another
used car they had of same model and year. Acura AC system should work better than this. If the
motor stopped on that area, it wouldn't restart". Vehicle had been in accident and insurance
company would not purchase OEM parts. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Engine harness
was completely replaced under warranty - problem was never found but replacing the entire
harness fixed the issue. Dealer replaced the plug. Cause of fouling was not determined. Muffler,
pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Acura covered replacement by warranty
simply, quickly, and no hidden fees". It is constantly loosing connection with my phone. Acura
has not been able to fix the issue". We live in a small town". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Dealer kept the car for 3 days to gain
enough evidence of the problem and got Acura corporate to replace torque converter under
existing warranty". It took over 1 year and different trips to the dealership before they finally
diagnosed the problem. During that time I had several very dangerous incidents with the vehicle
shifting very hard in traffic or causing the vehicle to slide on icy roads. When the problem was
finally confirmed by the dealer I had to fight with them very hard to honor the warranty which
had expired during the year they were refusing to recognize the problem. The car would always
start despite the fuel pump failing. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
One would have to manually push on the mechanism to get it to close". Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Jerking transmission". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. It took some time to diagnose the issue. A week later a significant part
was replaced". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used There are 3 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared

to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side and head protection air bags standard. Navigating
the trim lines. Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read
more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available.
What Owners Say. Alignment "Road work near home" Alan J. Dealer replaced broken part under
the extended warranty and the problem was fixed" S M. The replacement had to be replaced at "
Gerald R. Covered under guarantee" Leslie S. Warranty covered repair" John O. Some of the
noise returned and recently they re-installed the interior compone" Stuart K. Under warranty"
Colleen E. Nothing was ever recalled while hundreds of owners have complained" L H. There
are sqeaks and hard rides throughout the driving experience" Helena R. On my Toyota
Highlander, I replaced the pads after 7 years of use including a teen driver-much better quality
on Toyota" L B. It was only after raising a stink and pointing out that brakes should warp with
such low mileage did they finally of" Anonymous, NY Acura RDX None 3. Both issues under
warranty" Jim M. Dealer can't find any problem" David J. It took the dealer several tries to fix
this factory defect" Richard M. Tried to fix three times at dealer without success" Tad F. Fixed,
was hard to find" Philip K. Our other Acura has never had a rattle" Patrick H. CD player "Disk
jammed. Very distracting and a safety hazard in itself even though it was intended to make the
car safer" Richard T. Took the car in for service twice to replace the microphone and it wasn't
fixed" Tad F. Acura replace unit anyway under warranty" David B. No light since" G S. Complete
driveshaft assembly replaced" Paul M. Vibration on highway" Peter C. Still shifts hard but not as
bad" Robert A. A re-programming of the computer corrected the problem" David R. Loose
exterior trim or moldings "Rear panel was loose by trunk" Richard L. I feel this will get worse
over time" D H. Very disappointing" Evan M. Catalytic converter "Needed replacement after
dealer and local specialist troubled shot the "Check Engine Light" more than once. Acura
covered replacement by warranty simply, quickly, and no hidden fees" T M. Acura has not been
able to fix the issue" Richard G. We live in a small town" Evan M. Torque converter "Torque
converter constantly shifted from "locked" to "unlocked" position while driving down the
highway. Dealer kept the car for 3 days to gain enough evidence of the problem and got Acura
corporate to replace torque converter under existing warranty" Steven C. Mirrors "Right side
mirror chattered when tipping down when reversing" James C. One would have to manually
push on the mechanism to get it to close" Santiago A. Engine knock or ping "After warming up
engine sputters on excel, light pedal. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Find a car
sale online, we will provide info, negotiate used car sale online sales price, order car inspection
report, prepare export documents and export buy used cars USA to you to any port worldwide.
Car for sale USA and buy American used cars are available for car export to all sea ports
worldwide. Car sale online USA. We assign it to one of our sales team member. When you buy
used cars USA, buy american cars or buy cars online in USA, the export process involves a few

stages, car trader is a favorite when buy American cars, car sale USA or car sale online and buy
American cars online. We arrange used car sales for export to all ports when you buy American
used cars. When it comes to import a car from USA we are 1 source for quality American cars.
We help worldwide buyers to buy used cars for sale and export them to any country in the
world. Buying a car for export is not an easy task, you need to consider where a vehicle is
posted for sale, either it is a car auction or private sale makes a big difference. When you buy
usa cars from car dealers and private sellers they tend to be in much
vw technical service bulletins
ford 2010 f150 4x4
mute r6
better shape than those for sale at insurance auctions like Copart and IAAI. As a professional
car trader online we inspect each and every used car for sale for a piece of mind when you buy
vehicle overseas. We provide door to port services for each car for sale in USA. All Rights
Reserved. Login into your account E-mail. Forgot your password? Enter your e-mail address
Reset. If you want to speak with us or have questions, please call us: , Monday to Friday, 9. Car
Value USD :. Ship From U. ZIP code:. Call our agents:. Post a Car. Click here. Car Export
America. International Car Shipping. Extra Clean! Low miles! Red interior. Used car sale online
to many countries. Buy American used cars online and save thousands! USA cars are also
shipped using different shipping methods for used car sale usa and used car sale online. Car
for sale USA and buy American used cars are available for car export to all ports worldwide. We
arrange the entire used car sales for export to all worldwide ports.

